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Gelation of gelatin was broadly studied by experimental and theoretical methods. Power laws observed on
the gel point—mainly obtained by dynamic light scattering �DLS�—are considered to be the signature of some
special dynamic phenomena ascribed to the appearance of a percolation cluster. We present here experimental
�DLS and rheometric measurements� and Monte Carlo simulation studies showing that the percolation thresh-
old and DLS power-law decay occur on different times. We ascribe the percolation point to the time where the
scattering medium mode diverges. This mode is sensitive to the clusters’ growth and diverges when the system
attains the percolation threshold. The power-law behavior is obtained only in the postpercolation regime.
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Gelatin is a linear biopolymer obtained from denatured
collagen. Gelatin-water systems undergo gelification at room
temperature by forming reversible hydrogen-bonded triple
helices. This aggregation process transforms the liquid solu-
tion into a macroscopic viscoelastic network, and the gel
point is usually determined by experimental criteria as G�
�G���n �1� or S�q , t�� t−� �2�. The percolation approach �3�
has become the most used theoretical frame for predicting
the physical properties of the gel and the gel point. It de-
scribes a gelation process through the gradual increase in
links between particles of small length n, and the state of the
network is expressed in terms of the fraction p of created
links. For small p only isolated clusters exists. However
above a threshold value p= pc, clusters become intercon-
nected and form a spanning network, which defines the sol-
gel transition. On pc power-law behavior is expected for
static properties, the size distribution of clusters, n�m�
�m−2.18, or the typical cluster radius �correlation length� �
� �1− p / pc�−0.88, and, for the experimentally more obvious,
macroscopic elastohydromechanical properties such as the
equilibrium modulus G�0� �1− p / pc�b and zero-shear viscos-
ity �� �1− p / pc�−k �4�.

For chemical gels the percolation threshold coincides with
and describes the experimental gel point, although many the-
oretical refinements including precise accounting of cycliza-
tion effects have been done to achieve a precise description
of the gel point �5�. However, a different situation has been
reported in colloidal aggregation systems �6,7�, in reversible
tetrafunctional monomers undergoing gelation �8�, or in the
bonding process between oil droplets and telechelic poly-
mers �9�, where percolation and gelation seem not to occur
simultaneously. In the specific case analyzed in the present
work, long biopolymers undergoing physical gelation, vari-
ous reasons can be envisaged for this distinguishable behav-
ior.

On one hand, the basic building units of the gelatin link-
ing process are long chains �n�1�, substantially different
from the small length units of the percolation approach. In
fact, the chain length separates the two possible universality
classes that may explain gelation �10�: �bond or site� perco-
lation �very small n� and vulcanization �the cross-linking of
very large chains n�1� which in certain semidilute �11� and
melt �12� conditions recover some of the percolation predic-

tions. Gelatin gelation, with an intermediate value of n, will
exhibit crossover behavior between both and accordingly the
universal exponents may be different.

In addition, percolation models are static and irreversible,
while real polymers have mobility and may aggregate revers-
ibly. Indeed, computer simulation studies �13� on kinetic ge-
lation have shown that varying the reversibility probability r
in the range of r= �0.0,0.5� has a strong influence on the
critical exponents of the correlation length �= �0.95,0.75�
and the gel fraction 	= �0.37,0.65�, while the cluster-size
distribution exponent 
= �2.16,2.31� remains steady. Also,
experimental measurements done with gelatin gels �14� show
variations in b= �2.45,1.64� and k= �2.6,1.1� depending on
the temperature quench TQ and the concentration � of the
system.

Finally, the mapping of p, the bond percolation probabil-
ity, unto time t, temperature T, or concentrations � axis, is
being lately under reexamination �15� due to its conse-
quences on the relations that held on the critical region.

For a gelatin gel, although the bond fraction p is equiva-
lent to the normalized helices’ �links of the network� amount
� �number of helices on each temperature divided by the
total possible helices amount� �16�, p��, the mapping unto
the time t is related to the specific process that causes the
formation of a link. It has been reported that � presents two
kinetic processes �17�, from which the rapid one follows an
exponential function: ��t ,TQ�=��TQ��1−exp�−t / tf��. For a
certain quenching temperature, the parameter ��TQ� remains
constant during gelation, and only �t�= �1−exp�−t / tf�� re-
tains the steep increase in the helices’ amount in the critical
region �= �1− p / pc�. Introducing �t� as the correct time
mapping of p for gelatin gelation into the zero-shear viscos-
ity relation, one obtains now

� � �1 − p/pc�−k � exp�k�t/tf�� , �1�

i.e., an exponential time dependence, which has been already
taken as the percolation threshold signature for collagen ge-
lation �16�.

Among the techniques used to monitor percolation and
gelation, rheology, on the limit of minimum shear, and dy-
namic light scattering �DLS�, in the limit of minimal thermal
lensing, are the most prominent.
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DLS techniques probe the relaxation of density fluctua-
tions of momentum transfer q through the evolution of the
normalized intensity correlation function I�q , t�, which is
connected to the dynamic structure factor S�q , t� through a
general relation �18�. By obtaining the time relaxation spec-
tra of S�q , t�, valuable microscopic information about length
scales and their associated dynamics has been determined for
polymer-solvent systems �19,20�. It is used to investigate the
structural complexity of gelatin gelation, in which clusters of
different sizes, diffusing through the solution of nonaggre-
gated and diffusing chains, in addition to interjunction flex-
ible segments oscillating around an averaged position and
junction points with a very restricted mobility �that may
eventually unbind giving rise to very slow structural read-
justments of the network�, contribute to three dynamic
modes.

These modes have been a source of controversy. In pre-
vious works, we have provided a possible comprehensive
explanation �21� by carefully studying dependences on con-
centration, temperature, and scattering vector, and success-
fully used it to study the complex interplay of gelation and
microphase separation of gelatin-maltodextrin mixtures �22�.

In this paper we present experimental and numerical re-
sults showing that for a semidilute gelatin solution, the per-
colation threshold is attained first by the system, and only
afterward is the more hindered dynamically gel point at-
tained.

We have analyzed gelatin solutions in a range of concen-
trations and temperature quenchings wider than those in
other papers �2,23,24�, covering from dilute to semidilute
conditions, �= �1,7.5�% �w /w� and fast and slow gelation
TQ= �15,30� °C. Alkaline-processed lime hide gelatin
�LH1e: 240 Bloom, pI 4.7, Mn=83.3 kD, Mw=146 kD� was
solved in filtered solution of salt in bidistilled water with
0.05% �w/w� of sodium azide, and 0.1M sodium chloride
resulting in a pH= �6,7�. After swelling at 45 °C and 0.5 h
stirring gently at 60 °C, the solution was filtered through
0.45 �m porous cellulose.

Dynamic light scattering was performed using a right-
angle ALV SP-86 goniometer equipped with a photomulti-
plier tube �PMT� detector. A vertically polarized laser beam
�Spectra Physics 127 helium-neon laser, 60 mW, wavelength
�0=632.8 nm�, was focused to the sample vat. Far-field in-
tensity correlation functions g2 �t� lag time� were recorded
for a momentum transfer q=18.7 �m−1 and their time cor-
relation analyzed by an ALV-5000 multiple-tau correlator.
The data were analyzed in terms of the electric field autocor-
relation function g1�t�= �g2�t�−1�0.5=�A�
�exp�−t /
�d ln 

by the CONTIN algorithm, in order to obtain the relaxation
time spectra A�
� as their inverse Laplace transforms in the 

range from 1�s up to 103s on logarithmic scale. Assuming
homodyne light beating, and applying the relation D
=1 / �q2
�, and the Stokes-Einstein relation D=kBT /6���,
where the local viscosity � is approximated by the solvent
�brine� viscosity �0, then the 
 data were transformed to
diffusivities �D� or apparent correlation lengths ��app�.

Rheometric analysis was done by pouring the hot solu-
tions into a thermostated ��0.1 °C� cold stainless-steel sta-
tor of the SSA21 adapter of a Brookfield DV2+ viscometer.
Immediately �at tset=0 s� the filled stator was lifted so that

the cold rotor dived in. The 2 mm gap allowed a complete
cooling on 20 s. Operating on medium speed of rotation, the
applied shear rate was 9.3 Hz, and the stress was less than
0.75 N m−2 before gelation occurred. The start of the first
linear viscosity increase �up to several Pa s� was taken as the
viscosity gel time t�gel.

In addition we �25� have applied a dynamic Monte Carlo
�MC� method to a cubic lattice, to model reversible associ-
ating polymers in solution, which mimic the triple-helix ag-
gregation mechanism proposed to rule for gelatin �26�. It is
based on a dynamic algorithm previously employed to study
linear polymer solutions �27� that produces sol configura-
tions with the expected polymeric static and dynamic prop-
erties under different thermal conditions, different from ran-
dom walk �RW� configurations obtained by a simple
percolative scheme.

We have simulated N monodisperse polymer chains, with
lengths in the range of n= �36,100�, on a cubic lattice with
boundary conditions in all directions. A fraction of associa-
tive slabs, �c, has been randomly placed over the nonasso-
ciative chains. Thermal behavior is defined by the attractive
interaction energy � /kBT between nearest neighboring non-
associative slabs. Gelation is defined by a high attractive
interaction term, �h /kBT, that binds three nearest neighboring
associative slabs. Only associative slabs coming from three
different chains are allowed to become a triple-helix junction
point as it is supposed to happen in the triple-helix gelatin
aggregation �26�. The ratio R=�h /� is a measure of the re-
versibility of the gel. All slabs move according to a pre-
defined set of local jumps �28� that produces the Metropolis-
biased configurational relaxation of the whole system and
also of the junction point slabs, without unbinding them,
giving rise to a more realistic relaxation of the network �29�.

The thermal quenching has been implemented by increas-
ing the interaction energy �equivalent to reduce the tempera-
ture� every �106 ,5�106� cycles per slab.

To avoid shearing perturbation we present only the rheol-
ogy and scattering data for semidiluted gelatin solution, �
=5% �w /w�, and quenched from 60 to 22.5 °C, well below
the gelation temperature.

In Fig. 1, the DLS correlation length spectra of the sample
gelation can be observed in which f, m, and s correspond,
respectively �21�, to fast, �collective diffusion of “blobs”
through the solution�, medium �microheterogeneities, or
anomalous self-diffusion of clusters �20��, and slow �finite
“lifetime” of the transient network� modes whose intensity is
given by the darkness of the shading. It can be observed that
the medium mode increases very sharply after an induction
period, and then suddenly breaks into a slow component s�
and a secondary less intense medium m� with a smaller cor-
relation length, �m���m. This sharp physical event happens
at a time tper=5760 s and the medium-scale length is the
relevant parameter for describing the percolation transition
as we will show below by comparison to the viscosity evo-
lution.

For the same sample, in Fig. 2, the time evolution of
g1�q , t� for q=18.7 �m−1 at different reduced times is pre-
sented. The correlation function taken over an extended re-
laxation time domain shows an initial exponential followed
by 4 decades of a power law on tper=6700 s �normalized to
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t / tpl=1 in Fig. 2� and corresponds experimentally to the gel
point �2�. It has to be observed that on tper=5760 s �corre-
sponding to tper / tpl=0.85 in Fig. 2�, the breakup of the me-
dium mode time presents a complete relaxation achieved by
a combination of simple and stretched exponential decays
and clearly precedes gelation �on t / tpl=1�.

In Fig. 3, the normalized viscosity ��0 brine viscosity�
and the apparent �or averaged� medium correlation length �m,
which describes the gelatin pregel clusters’ growth, against
the reduced time tr= t / tper are presented together.

A short induction period can be observed in zone I, where
�m increases steeply, while viscosity remains low and con-
stant. The first triple-helical junctions begin to form and the
system becomes a solution of gelatin chains with a few clus-
ters.

Afterward �m and � /�0 increase exponentially together
with the same rate, zone II, as predicted by Eq. �2� to be the
percolation threshold signature. During this period, the mean
size of clusters grows until a maximum size is attained.

In zone III, the system is a solution of very large clusters,
and the viscosity growth rate becomes steeper, while the me-
dium mode splits into a slow mode s� �which converges with
the former s�, and a secondary medium mode m� �less in-

tense and with a smaller correlation length than the former
m; see Fig. 1�. The gel network spans over the whole system
and becomes steadily connected, so the slow structural relax-
ation is less probable �less intense s� mode�. The clusters that
remain free �split m� mode� are small ��m���m� and become
progressively attached to the network �the mode intensity
disappears softly�. This is the postpercolation regime. During
this regime S�q , t� attains a power law, denoted by tpl in the
figure, clearly separated from tper.

Finally in zone IV, the viscosity enters into a regime of
smooth saturation and gelation is completed.

We ascribe the medium mode breakup time to the perco-
lation threshold, and it clearly precedes the gelation point tpl,
dynamically more restricted with a high viscosity.

To verify these experimental results, MC simulations
were carried out for different simulation conditions. For clar-
ity, in what follows we will present only the results for a
system of chains with length n=48, volume fraction �=0.3,
associative slabs fraction �c=0.3, and reversibility R=20.

We have directly measured the number of aggregates
made up of m chains, n�m�, for each configuration and ob-
tained the configurational average of this value at each tem-
perature,

�n�m�	 =



i=1

nconf

n�m�i

nconf
, �2�

and the dynamic structure factor Scol�q ,
�, as usually referred
for a lattice MC �30�:

Scol�q,
� = L−3�

j=1

ns



k=1

ns

f j�t�fk�t + 
�

�exp�iq� · �r� j�t� − r�k�t + 
��� , �3�

where r�k are the lattice sites’ positions, occupied by polymer
or solvent, and fk is the contrast factor, associated with the
local refractive index of site k, given by fpol= �1−�� and
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Time evolution of the correlation length
spectra for a 5% LH1e gelatin quenched to 22.5 °C. The relative
mode intensities are given by the darkness of the shading.
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the dynamic structure factor at differ-
ent reduced times, below and above the gel point �0.03� t / tpl

�5.12�. Experimental conditions: same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Evolutions of the medium mode �m �circles� and the
reduced viscosity � /�0 �line� as functions of the reduced time tr

= t / tper. Experimental conditions: same as in Fig. 1.
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fsol=−�, and finite values of q, qn= �2� /L�n, with n
=1,2 . . . ,L for all space directions �x ,y ,z.

In Fig. 4, �n�m�	 is presented against m for different re-
duced energies �inverse of temperature�. In the sol phase,
� /kBT=0.02; only part of the chains are aggregated into clus-
ters of small sizes. On � /kBT=0.05 a large amount of chains
is aggregated and the size distribution follows a power-law
decay n�m��m−2.19, whose exponent is quite the same as the
one predicted by percolation theory, 
per=2.18, indicating
that the percolation threshold has been reached. Afterward,
on � /kBT=0.1, the asymmetric bimodal size distribution with
a protuberance on the large-cluster region indicates that the
postpercolation period is attained �31�. This result points di-
rectly to percolation as the gelatin universal class, rather than
other models �diffusion limited cluster aggregation, kinetic
arrest, jamming� that have been considered as possible can-
didates �32� to explain reversible aggregation processes.

In Fig. 5, f�q1 ,
�, normalized values of the dynamic
structure factor by Scol�q1 ,0�, for q1= �2� /L� is presented in
double-logarithmic scale against MC time for the same sys-
tem as in Fig. 4. In the sol phase, � /kBT=0.02; the typical
simple exponential decay of a solution is obtained. On the

percolation point � /kBT=0.05, obtained from Fig. 4, the dy-
namics of the system is not significantly affected by the per-
colation transition since the decay of f�q1 ,
� follows a
stretched exponential, f�q1 ,
��exp�−�
 /
c�	�, with 	=0.66,
in the range of some reported values �2�, 	= �0.65,0.98� for
gelatin gels. Therefore, the self-similar distribution of flex-
ible clusters still retain dynamic degrees of freedom �by self-
diffusion and local internodal segmental oscillations� and are
able to relax on the scattering lengths. Only afterward, in the
postpercolation region, when the three-dimensional network
stays steadily connected, � /kBT=0.1, is a well-developed
power-law decay attained, f�q1 ,
�� �
 /
c�� with �=−0.22.
The value of � depends on the simulation parameters, but
remains always ��1. This agrees with the experimental re-
sults and allows concluding that, at least, in gelatin gels the
hindered dynamically gel point is attained after percolation
threshold. It should be interesting to explore if this is a gen-
eral behavior for all biopolymer physical gels.
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